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ABOUT TNAH 2021
The 37th edition in The New American Home® 2021 (TNAH) series exhibits one builder’s vision of a “vertical, upside-down show home”  
that displays cutting-edge products for the building industry. This unique exhibition home is sponsored by the The National Association 
of Home Builders of America and presented by the NAHB Leading Suppliers Council and Pro Builder magazine. The New American Home® 
redefines modern living by featuring only the latest in building and design trends, products, concepts and techniques. Best practices in 
energy efficiency, indoor-air quality and universal design on display can be incorporated into any new home to optimize performance  
and enhance aesthetics. 

The New American Home 2021 is centrally located in the downtown corridor of Winter Park, Florida, where residents enjoy the convenience  
of an urban-suburban setting with multiple restaurants, coffee shops and parks. This gorgeous, single-family, high-performance home  
is one of the latest projects for Phil Kean Design Group. The three-level property showcases innovative technology and current trends in a 
high-end, sophisticated setting. 

Photos courtesy of Jeffrey A. Davis Photography, Inc.  
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The New American Home 2021 offers luxury living with all the finest 
finishes and a location with convenient walkability in the heart of 
Winter Park, Florida. The mission for Phil Kean’s homes is to provide 
award-winning design and construction with our architecturally 
distinctive spaces while integrating the finest quality of products  
and services.

The New American Home offers a unique living experience on each 
floor. With an art gallery entrance, the ground floor includes a three-car 
garage, a guest bedroom with a suite bath and office. The second 
floor is dedicated to the owner’s suite with a large master bedroom 
and spa-like master bath that connects to a boutique walk-in closet. 
Whether it be in the great room or the state-of-the-art kitchen that 
connects to a large outside terrace and summer kitchen, the third 
floor offers awe-inspiring 14’ ceilings throughout making it the  
perfect place to entertain. 

As part of the International Builders’ Show, this home will proudly  
showcase the latest products and technologies from the Leading 
Suppliers Council (LSC), part of the National Association of Home 
Builders of America. Energy efficiency plays a vital role in the housing 
industry and this program. The Panasonic Cosmos Healthy Home 
system is a smart fresh air system that helps maintain a healthy 
indoor air environment. Sensors are strategically placed throughout 
to constantly monitors the indoor air quality within the home and 
automatically activates the system to bring fresh air in and take 
harmful air out. 

The Cosmos system will work in tandem with the Mitsubishi Ducted  
Mini-Split HVAC system. These ducted mini-split systems are located 
in the ceilings with drywall access panels allowing easy accessibility. 
In addition to added living space, the ducted mini-split system is also 
more energy efficient adding to our overall Green Building Certification.

To enhance energy efficiency, Phil Kean Design Group worked with 
Fi-Foil and installed their FlexFoam on masonry block behind the 
drywall furring strips. Additionally, they added a layer of Fi-Foil’s 
M-Shield for additional insulation. Phil Kean Design Group used  

innovative air sealing technology that can seal all holes within the 
home’s air ducts, ensuring that the home’s air goes where it needs to.

SharkBite’s EvoPEX push-to-connect plumbing system and their new 
StreamLabs Control smart water shut-off valve helps the efficient 
tankless water heaters to provide on demand hot water throughout 
the home. OmegaFlex’s TracPipe CounterStrike flexible gas piping 
utilized their AutoSnap fitting as a method to help against lightning 
strikes. Eaton Electrical was featured throughout with the outlet  
receptacles and circuit panels. Their new Wi-Fi smart devices allow 
one to schedule lights to go ON and OFF or DIM at the touch of a  
button through Amazon’s Alexa App.

In addition to Eaton’s smart devices, Control 4 took the smart house 
to a whole new level by integrating the whole home with their control 
system. Control 4’s system also works directly with Phantom Screens’ 
retractable motorized screens used on the terrace, as well as their 
solar shades on the windows. The Somfy motor system that Phantom 
Screens uses connects seamlessly with Control 4’s program.

The interior of The New American Home 2021 brings a luxurious, 
warmth with its finishes. From the Wellborn cabinetry to the LG Hausys 
countertops throughout the true passion for design and innovation 
can be visualized. The state-of-the-art kitchen combines form with 
function with the Signature Kitchen Suite appliances and Kohler 
plumbing fixtures.

One can step outside and enjoy the view from the outdoor terrace, 
whether it is rain or shine, thanks to StruXure’s louvered roof system. 
There is even a place to cook a delicious meal next to the new Brown 
Jordan Outdoor Kitchens cabinetry with Cosentino Dekton tops. And 
when it is time to settle in for the night, one can use the beautiful 
custom staircase or Garaventa Lift’s home elevator.

The New American Home 2021 has overcome its challenges and been 
an incredible learning experience from new products to the now 
current needs of everyday life. The variety of features and products 
used throughout unite to create a home full of energy and excitement 

for the future.

THE NEW 
AMERICAN 
HOME 2021
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ARCHITECTURE DESIGN
Developed and built in the urban-suburban setting of Winter Park, Florida, The New American Home presents scenic views of the downtown area, 

displaying the magnificence of the city. The inverted floor plan for the home is a unique feature of this year’s exhibition showpiece. The NEoN R 

solar panels from LG maximize solar output on the home, providing renewable energy and helping the home achieve net-zero status. 

The Grezzo panels from Environmental StoneWorks provide a clean, contemporary appearance with a delicate texture and impressive finish 

to match. These panels feature a new, universal stone that is designed to allow builders, designers and architects the opportunity to develop 

unique patterns with stone veneer. The courtyard terrace on the third floor exhibits state-of-the-art outdoor kitchen products from Brown Jordan 

Outdoor Kitchens creating a vibrant ambiance for the summer kitchen. 
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Creating an expansive outdoor living environment in the middle of the city can be a challenging task. But, Phil Kean Design Group knew the 

importance of embracing a design concept that has revolutionized living spaces. The scenic views of Winter Park are breathtaking from the top 

floor of this innovative masterpiece. The outdoor radiant heaters help to generate warmth, exhibiting an ambiance which makes an environment 

for guests that is welcoming and relaxing. 

Environmental StoneWorks
STONEWORK

The Clean Thin Brick provides a  

unique texture to a unique home.  

A customizable finish allows designers  

to be creative with contemporary and  

traditional design options.

Phantom Screens
MOTORIZED SCREENS

The motorized screens from Phantom 

Screens provide the perfect blend  

between indoor and outdoor living,  

while adding privacy and climate  

control for an intimate experience. 

Brown Jordan  
Outdoor Kitchens

Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens 

cabinets exhibit a creative, unique 

pattern of realistic wood grains  

to blend with the outdoor  

entertainment area.  

OUTDOOR LIVING
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INTERIOR DESIGN  The New American Home presents an array of innovative design elements that 

exhibit the latest trends in the housing industry. The inverted floor plan positions the living area on the highest floor of the home while utilizing 

the bedroom spaces on the floors below. This design technique, implemented by Phil Kean Designs, allows for visitors in the living space to take 

advantage of Winter Park’s scenic views from the terrace. 

The main entry presents polished angles in a modern, contemporary space. The mixture of bright and dark finishes throughout the home exhibits a 

contrasting theme, unifying opposing elements. The tranquil color scheme, presented by Sherwin-Williams, transforms the interior into a warm, yet 

vibrant living area. Cooper Lighting Solutions add brilliance to the home’s minimalistic style. 

The second floor is a continuation of the calm, tranquil appearance Phil Kean and his team incorporated into this innovative masterpiece. Each of 

the bedrooms displays a contemporary appearance, blending current trends with forward-thinking designs. The calming hues and cutting-edge 

shapes display a serene, calming appearance necessary for a good night’s sleep.

The top floor provides the exciting, trendy elements fit for an evening reception with guests. The Signature Kitchen Suite appliance line is coupled 

with the Aspire Cabinetry line from Wellborn Cabinet to create a perfect, contrasting blend between stainless steel and quality wood surfaces. 

The sliding glass windows provide a seamless transition between indoor and outdoor environments, while the motorized shades from Phantom 

Screens exhibit the perfect fusion for indoor and outdoor living spaces, assisting in climate control and privacy.

Thermory 
WALL  WOOD

Thermory’s Ignite product 

mimics the traditional look 

of shou sugi ban with the 

added benefits of thermal 

modification, additional 

durability, stability and 

reliability.

Garaventa Lift 
HOME ELEVATORS AND LIFTS

The home elevator displays a safe, innovative 

method for accessing different floors in style with 

a cab finished with creative fixtures and colors 

that blend beautifully with the home design.

TNAH.com     •     13
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Kohler
SINKS AND FAUCETS 

The new Crue Collection  
is available in several  

configurations to suit varying 
styles and user needs, including 
touchless functionality to help 
minimize the spread of germs. 

Vintageview 
MODERN WINE RACKING

The Evolution Wine Wall creates  
an industrial chic architectural 

feature in residential wine 
rooms. Off-the-wall mounting 

provides a versatile design  
enhancement for the home.

PROFESSIONAL KITCHEN

LG Hausys
COUNTERTOPS  

The Viatera® collection presents 
a strong, durable surface that 
is also non-porous and stain/
scratch resistant. With subtle 

and bold designs, a masterwork 
of light and shadow has been 

created for this innovative space. 

Omega Flex 
GAS PIPING

CounterStrike® CSST has been 
designed with a proprietary  

jacket material that has energy 
dissipating properties that  
protect the stainless-steel  

pressure liner as well as other  
fuel gas system components.

Signature Kitchen Suite
APPLIANCES 
With Signature Kitchen Suite’s full suite of luxury, built-in appliances, 
you’ll find the perfect blend of innovation, precision and design for 
every kitchen. The array of stainless-steel appliances displays a superior 
style with incredible efficiency and trend-setting capabilities. 

Wellborn
CUSTOM CABINETRY 
The Aspire Cabinetry is a full access frameless brand that includes 
wood, decorative aminate textured veneers and matt gloss, acrylic 
doors supporting an increasing trend of modern design.

The home’s unique floor plan positions the kitchen on the top floor, which boasts expansive views of downtown Winter Park. The kitchen’s  

state-of-the-art appliances from Signature Kitchen Suite provide the ideal blend of luxury finishes and leading-edge technology to fit any design 

concept. An elevator from Garaventa Lift provides easy access to view this showcase and enjoy the ambient sunlight that permeates through the 

large, sliding glass doors and windows.
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MASTER SUITE Located on the second level of this innovative masterpiece, the master suite includes a beautiful 

walk-in closet space, a laundry room, a steam shower experience, and a master bathroom filled with luxurious finishes. The master bedroom is adjacent to 

the lounge space, perfect for intimate social gatherings and relaxation for guests. The second-floor terrace is the ideal location to view the beauty of Winter 

Park after a therapeutic session in the sauna. Other master suite amenities include a convenient exercise room and versatile sliding glass doors.

Kohler
BATHROOM FIXTURES
The Numi toilet has an interactive 
LCD-touch screen, built-in personal 
bidet functionality, innovative 
dual-flush technology, and a  
heated seat and foot warmer. 

LG Hausys 
COUNTERTOPS

Wellborn
CUSTOM CABINETRY
The stainless steel finish of the faucets 
blend perfectly with quartz countertops 
and expertly crafted custom cabinetry. 

Closetmaid
STORAGE AND  
ORGANIZATION SYSTEMS
The MasterSuite series is a combi-
nation of robust, industrial grade 
engineered wood with a highly 
durable melamine finish and solid 
wood drawers, this system provides 
almost limitless configurations of 
shelves, cabinets, drawers, hang 
rods and more.

Cooper Lighting  
Solutions/HALO
RECESSED DOWNLIGHTS
These fixtures increase the  
coverage area of the home  
since they are evenly spaced 
throughout the ceiling. The  
simple design can be configured 
as a system to create comfortable 
spaces for this unique home.

LG Laundry
APPLIANCES
The sleek single unit WashTower™   

has a control panel that’s  
positioned with both washer and 
dryer controls installed at eye 
level. The TrueSteam® technology 
in the LG Styler reduces odors 
and functions with more than  
15 fabrics with cycle times as fast 
as 20 minutes.

 

Eaton
OUTLETS
Eaton’s products provide the ability 
to manage power and enhance 
safety and energy efficiency. The 
USB charging receptacles replace 
the standard wall outlet, providing 
the ability to charge new devices 
that are compatible with Type A 
and C electronics.
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EFFICIENT MEANS & METHODS   

SharkBite Plumbing Solutions 
PLUMBING

SharkBite’s EvoPEX fittings and piping 

enable installers to plumb without 

needing special tools or soldering.  

The pipe has the flexibility to bend 

around corners, reducing the number 

connection points needed, which  

drastically reduces installation time.

 Panasonic 
VENTILATION

Panasonic Life Solutions Company of  

America engineered the Cosmos™, which 

is the first professionally installed, IOT 

connected healthy home system that helps 

maintain a healthy indoor environment.  

The system intelligently and continuously 

monitors indoor air quality 24/7 via IAQ Sensors, 

while managing harmful indoor toxins.

 Fi-Foil Company
INSULATION 

The M-Shield™ wall insulation not only 

reduces the chances of structural  

damage to the property, but it also 

works to preserve indoor air quality. 

Layers of aluminum foil combined 

with synthetic polymer material help 

reduce radiant heat transfer, resulting 

in R-values that range from 4.1-5.1 for a 

comfortable, energy-efficient space.

LG Solar 
SOLAR PANELS
Phil Kean Designs incorporated  
40 LG NeON® solar panels to enhance  
the home’s retention of solar energy  
which helps it achieve a net-zero rating. 

Mitsubishi  
Electric/Trane 
WALL-MOUNTED HEATING  
AND AIR CONDITIONING UNITS
The AC units independently manage 
the comfort of a single room. This ensures 
energy is not wasted in an unoccupied space.

Liftmaster 
GARAGE DOOR OPENER

The new Secure View™ 85503 offers a 
variety of benefits for the homeowner. 
This model works seamlessly with the 
myQ® App, providing the owner the abili-
ty to see and control the garage remotely.

Clopay 
GARAGE DOORS

The Avante Garage Door displays a unique 
appearance is fitted with tempered glass panels 
that allow natural lighting to fill the space 
during the day. With an emphasis on privacy, 
Clopay offers glass options based on light 
transmission and obscurity.
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Thermal Shell
• Unvented and air-sealed attic with Installed Building Products’ Demilec (USA), Inc. 

open-cell polyurethane spray-foam insulation.

• PGT Windows with low-e coating, argon gas fill limits solar heat gain and optimizes  
air tightness.

• Exterior CMU walls insulated using injected core-fill foam insulation and  
Fi-Foil Flex Foam and M Shield reflective insulation.

• AeroSeal’s AeroBarrier aerosol thermal envelope sealer utilized to further reduce 
envelope leakage.

• Large overhangs to aid in protecting the home from the harsh Florida sun.

• Light colored exterior to assist in reflecting the sun’s rays.

HVAC
• Space conditioning provided by Mitsubishi’s M-Series and P-Series multi-indoor  

Variable Refrigerant Flow (VRF) heat-pump HVAC system.

• Mechanical ventilation provided by Panasonic.

• Space conditioning system located entirely within the conditioned space.

Hot Water
•  Rinnai ENERGY STAR®-rated tankless water heaters with insulated hot water lines 

utilized throughout the project to reduce heat loss and increase efficiency.

• Enovative AutoHot on demand hot water recirculating pumps.

Electrical
• 100% energy-efficient LED lighting for all interior and exterior 

lighting.

• ENERGY STAR®-rated variable speed pool pumps.

SOLAR ARRAY
•  LG’s NeON2 V5 solar panels with Enphase IQ 7+ Microinverters.

Energy Efficiency and Innovation  
As one of the NAHB’s official show homes, The New American Home 
(TNAH) 2021 is a symbol of energy efficiency and innovation. The 
home exhibits innovative products from manufacturers all over  
the world. TNAH 2021 is designed to exceed the requirements for 
certification to the Emerald level of the National Green Building  
Standard™. Its energy-efficient features can be used in homes in a 
hot climate at any price point and achieve similar energy savings. 
The home is targeting the EPA ENERGY STAR® for Homes, DOE’s Zero 
Energy Ready Home, as well as the EPA’s Indoor airPLUS certifications.

Two Trails, Inc. worked closely with Phil Kean Homes to ensure  
energy efficiency and innovation in TNAH 2021. Without the solar 
array, this home has a projected HERS Index of 58, it is designed to 
be 42% more efficient than the average, new code-built home. The 
home will incorporate high-efficiency LG solar panels to power its 
electrical systems, which will provide 100% of the home’s electric 
energy enabling it to achieve net-zero status.

Water Efficiency  
In addition to energy savings, this home is designed to achieve an 
estimated 50% reduction from baseline in water use. This is made 
possible using low-flow water fixtures, natural indigenous landscaping, 
and a high-efficiency irrigation system. Water saving features include:

• Kohler low-flow, EPA WaterSense certified 1.5 GPM lavatory faucets 
and 1.28 GPF toilets support indoor water use reduction

• High-efficiency micro spray, driplines and irrigation controller 
contribute to the outdoor water use reduction

INDOOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY FEATURES

• The New American Home 2021 incorporates innovative strategies, 
creating an indoor environmental quality that enhances and helps 
protect the health of its occupants. Indoor environmental quality 
strategies include:

• Sherwin Williams Low-VOC paints and finishes and low-VOC interior 

adhesives and sealants

•  MERV 13 space conditioning air filters

• HVAC ducts sealed during construction to prevent pollutants from 
construction activities from entering the system

• Whole-building ventilation system configured to allow the correct 
amount of fresh air into the home

• Eco-Friendly cabinets – formaldehyde free and material certified 
by the Forest Stewardship Council

Systems Engineering Approach 
Phil Kean Design Group worked their building partners to produce a 
home that incorporates energy and material saving strategies from  
design through construction. First, the team analyzed and selected 
cost-effective strategies for improving home performance. Next, the 
team evaluated design, business and construction practices within  
individual partnerships to identify additional cost savings opportunities.

The savings could then be reinvested to improve energy performance 
and product quality. For example, a design that incorporates new  
techniques for tightening the building envelope enabled Phil Kean  
Design Group to install smaller, less expensive heating and cooling 
systems. The savings generated was then reinvested in other  
high-performance features to further reduce energy use. Proving the 
efficiency of the system-engineering approach to construction, this 
home’s projected HERS Index, without the use of a Photovoltaic system 
is 58, which is 42% more efficient than the construction of the average 
new home.

Understanding the interaction between each component in the 
home is paramount to the systems-engineering approach. Throughout 
design and construction, the relationship between building site, 
envelope, mechanical systems, and other factors is carefully considered.  
Recognizing that features of one component can dramatically affect 
the performance of others enables the Phil Kean Design Group 
Building team to value-engineer energy-saving strategies at little or 
no extra cost.

Certifications
• EPA ENERGY STAR® for Homes

• DOE’s Zero Energy Ready Home

• EPA’s Indoor airPLUS

• NGBS Emerald Level Status 

Two Trails worked closely with Phil Kean Design Group 
to ensure energy efficiency and innovation in The New 
American Home. Without the solar array, this home 
has HERS Index of 46. When factoring in the LG NeON2                 
V5 solar panels, the HERS Index reaches -16 on the scale.

PERFORMANCE
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The New American Home 2021 features all the latest home  
automation and smart home technology throughout. The home 
uses Control 4, which is a fully integrated home automation 
system allowing full personalization and making it easy to use 
for everyone. With the use of multiple smart home technology 
platforms and products within its system one is sure to find 
something around every corner.

Lighting Control
The first step in home automation is the lighting control system. 
Not only can one create a specific ambiance or mood in each 
room, but it is made simple by the touch of a preset button on 
the lighting keypad. These keypads communicate directly to the 
lighting panels located in the heart of The New American Home’s 
AV closet in the center of the home. These lighting panels are 
what make it possible to fully customize the lighting system. 

Touch Screens and Apps
And if the lighting scene is not just what you wanted you can find 
any of the touch screens located in the main spaces throughout 
the home. Through these touch screens one can personalize 
anything from the lighting, audio, climate, shades, security, and 
much more! In addition to the touch screens the same features 
can be found through an app on all smart phones allowing one 
to adjust anything from anywhere!

Digital Media and Audio
The next step in creating the perfect ambiance at The New American 
Home is the ability to hear music throughout each room. Ceiling 
speakers can be found on each floor, which connect directly to 
the rack in the AV closet. Any of the touch screens throughout 
the home can change the music or audio playing. The user has 
the ability to customize settings and enable changes throughout 
the home or in a specific room.

In addition to audio, the digital media experience in this home 
is unparalleled through the high definition LG OLED ThinQ 
televisions, linked directly to the integrated automation system. 
All the TV’s are enabled from the technology in the AV closet, 
which allows one to connect to their favorite digital streaming 
service or analog AV systems like cable or satellite. By having all 
the major connections in the in a concealed space, it eliminates 
the need for cables throughout the home leaving a sleek, clean 
space to enhance your entertainment experiences.

Climate Control
Control 4 is unique in that it is compatible with many additional 
products and platforms, including climate control. Each of the 
Mitsubishi mini-split units in The New American Home are fully 
controllable through the Control 4 system. This is accessible 
through the any of the touch screens located throughout or the 
smart phone app.

Motorized Shades
The New American Home 2021 offers multiple motorized shade options throughout the home 
from the exterior of the home to the interior. Inside the home privacy shades can be found 
nestled in the ceiling pockets of the bedrooms, office, and exercise room. Whereas on the 
exterior with the help of Phantom Screens two types of screens can be found.

The first type of Phantom Screen used is the motorized shades on the terraces allowing for one  
to create a new indoor space outside! These motorized shades also have a wind sensor that will 
automatically raise the screen if the wind picks up when a storm rolls in. While the second Phantom  
Screen is a motorized cable system at each window. These exterior window shades also adapt 
to the time of day to minimize solar heat gain, which is important especially in Florida! All of the 
shades use Somfy motors, which work directly with the Control 4 system allowing them to be open 
and closed by a handheld remote, keypads, touch screens, or smart phone.

TECHNOLOGY

Watergen 
DRINKING WATER GENERATOR 

The award winning Watergen Home Drinking 
Water Generator creates up to 8 gallons of 
fresh, great-tasting drinking water from the 
surrounding air. This patented technology 
requires no plumbing or external water supply 
- simply plug it into a standard household 
outlet and let the machine do the rest. 

Eliminating the dependency on poor quality 
municipal or well water supply, the Watergen 
Home Water Generator meets and exceeds  
US drinking water standards. 
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GAS & PLUMBING SOLUTIONS

OMEGA FLEX INC. 
Natural Gas and Propane Installations 

CounterStrike® CSST introduced to the market in 2004 is used for natural gas and propane installations. Over  

150 million feet of CounterStrike® has been installed in residential as well as commercial and industrial buildings. 

OMEGA FLEX INC. 
CounterStrike CSST - FGP-CS-size 

There are no additional bonding requirements for CounterStrike® CSST imposed by the manufacture’s installation 

 instructions. Lays straighter and pulls easier, dramatically decreasing installation times. Unlike competitive brands,  

CounterStrike® is non-annealed making it more crush resistant, and easier to cut. 

® ®

Flexible Gas Piping by OmegaFlex

BRONZE

GOLD

PLATINUM

SILVER

WOULD LIKE TO THANK THEIR PARTNERS

SHARKBITE PLUMBING SOLUTIONS
SharkBite PEX Pipe 

SharkBite PEX pipe is a cross-linked polyethylene pipe for residential and commercial plumbing systems. It has the flexibility 

to bend around corners, reducing the number of connectiton points needed, saves installation time and is freeze resistant 

since the pipe can expand and contract as water freezes and thaws within the pipe. 

SHARKBITE PLUMBING SOLUTIONS
SharkBite EvoPEX fittings 

The EvoPEX plumbing system enables installers to plumb without needing special tools, soldering, crimping or glue.  

As a result, efficiencies are increased and the risk of installation errors is minimized. The fitting’s visual green indicator  

also provides assurance the pipe seal has been permanently engaged and the connection is sound. 

SHARKBITE PLUMBING SOLUTIONS
SharkBite Valves 

SharkBite manufactures a range of valves for almost any application, including ball valves, pressure regulating valves,  

thermostatic mixing valves, check valves, washing machine valves and outdoor hose valves. The push-to-connect  

design makes them quick and easy to install, as well as compatible with PEX, copper, CPVC, PE-RT and HDPE pipe. 
 

SHARKBITE PLUMBING SOLUTIONS
SharkBite Water Heater Accessories 

SharkBite’s range of water heater products make completing any job easier with clean, leak-free connections, regardless of the 

space. Our products also support new construction efforts with water heater fittings and hoses compatible with PEX, copper, 

CPVC and PE-RT pipe. 
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LG SOLAR
NeON(R) R  
LG385Q1C-V5 

Enhanced Performance Warranty, High Power Output, Roof Aesthetics 

LG SOLAR
LG Solar / NeON(R) R ACe  
LG380A1C-V5 

LG Solar / NeON(R) 2 ACe 
LG365M1C-N5 

Fast & Convenient Installation, High Performance, Smart Monitoring and Remote Servicing, 25-year Warranty 
 

LG SOLAR
LG Solar / NeON(R) 2 Black  
LG345N1K-L5   

High Power Output and Lasting Quality, Backed by a Trusted Global Brand 
 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC TRANE US
M-Series  
PEAD-A09AA7

This compact horizontal ducted unit is the perfect answer for your heating and cooling needs when space is a concern, with 

a mere height height of only 9-7/8” for all sizes of this model from 12 to 42 kBTU/H. The PEAD depending on size, can serve 

several rooms or a whole house while taking up less space than a traditional air handler.

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC TRANE US
S-Series  
PUMY-P48NKMU2 

This S-series outdoor units serves as a larger capacity heat pump with a full compliment of ductless and ducted indoor units. 

The S-Series can operate in a wide range of conditions and can connect up to 12 indoor units, making it a great choice for 

various larger applications in most climate zones. 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC TRANE US
M-Series    
MXZ-3C24NA2-U1

The MXZ-C heat pump outdoor units range from 20,000 and 60,000 BTU/H. They are compatible with various styles of  

ductless and ducted M- and P-Series indoor units. With one MXZ-C outdoor unit, one can connect up to 8 indoor units.   

Because of their small size and quiet operation, they can be installed almost anywhere. 

COOPER LIGHTING SOLUTIONS/HALO 
H245 LED 4-inch AIR-TITE™ Housings 

HALO’s housings feature high quality construction and engineered with many contractor-friendly features for quick and easy 

installation. The ultra-shallow housing requires only a 3½-inch clearance. Providing energy savings, long life and superior  

optical control, the housing accepts a wide variety of HALO LED modules/trims for accent, task and general lighting.  
 
 

COOPER LIGHTING SOLUTIONS/HALO 
HL3A LED 3-inch MicroEdge™ Direct Mount Directional Gimbal 

The 3-inch ultra-thin adjustable LED gimbal features a remote driver/junction, eliminating the need for a recessed housing to 

save time and money. The AIR-TITE™ HLA3 installs in drywall or a suspended ceiling in as little as 1½-inch plenum height and 

can be used in direct contact with insulation.  
 

COOPER LIGHTING SOLUTIONS/HALO 
HALO LT4 LED 4” All-Purpose Baffle Trim Downlight 

Ideal as an energy-saving retrofit solution, but also suitable for new construction and remodeling installations, the LED  

module is for use in HALO and other compatible 4” aperture recessed housings. UL certified, the precision construction 

makes any housing airtight for added HVAC savings and code compliance. 

FI-FOIL COMPANY
FLEXFOAM 

Flex Foam is a continuous insulation solution that reduces radiant heat transfer for superior performance and a better alternative 

to traditional foam board, especially in hot-humid climates. Perforated to allow vapor transmission and coated for long term 

performance and corrosion resistance, Flex Foam’s Low-e aluminum reinforced facing reduces up to 95% of radiant heat 

transfer. An effective continuous insulation that works to reduce thermal bridging to keep homes cooler in the summer and 

warmer in the winter for greater efficiency and comfort. Used alone for R1.6 or as part of a hybrid system with ¾” enclosed  

air space including reflective insulation companion products AA2 or M-Shield to gain a total R5.7 for the assembly. 

FI-FOIL COMPANY
Fi-Foil offers advanced reflective insulation systems and radiant barrier products. ASTM tested, third-party verified  

performance and a commitment to sustainability. 

FI-FOIL COMPANY
M-SHIELD 

Fi-Foil M-Shield is an insulation solution for mold & mildew sensitive projects. An Industry leading paperless masonry  

wall insulation, M-Shield contains no cellulose eliminating the food source for mold growth. Learn why more architects 

and builders are using M-Shield to improve air quality and performance. 

INSULATION & LIGHTINGHVAC & SOLAR
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CLOPAY
Avante Garage Door  

Fitted with tempered glass panels, the Avante fills the space with natural light during the day and delivers a dramatic effect 

at night when lights are on inside the garage. The door’s 2-1/8-inch-thick commercial-grade aluminum frame is designed for 

long-term resilience. Choose from 12 glazing options and several anodized or powder-coat finishes. 

 

LIFTMASTER®

LiftMaster® Secure View™ DC Battery Backup Belt Drive Wi-Fi® Garage Door Opener  
LiftMaster® 85503 

The new LiftMaster Secure ViewTM 85503 offers more than most garage door openers: it can be your homebuyers’ eyes and 

ears. It keeps them connected to what’s happening at home when they’re not there. It’s the first-ever garage door opener 

with a built-in wide-angle 1080p camera and 2-way communication powered by myQ® smart technology. 
 

LIFTMASTER®

LiftMaster® DC Battery Backup Wall Mount Wi-Fi® Garage Door Opener  
LiftMaster® 8500W 

The ultimate garage access solution, the LiftMaster 8500W is the most advanced residential garage door opener.  Wall mount 

design optimizes garage ceiling space overhead, opening up possibilities to what your garage can become. Powerful, yet quiet, 

the wall mount also reduces noise and vibration to adjoining living spaces.  Integrated Battery Backup allows you to open/close 

your door even when the power is out. Built-in Wi-Fi® allows for smartphone control with the myQ® App.  Enables secure 

in-garage delivery for Amazon Prime packages (available in select areas).

LIFTMASTER®

LiftMaster® High Capacity Connected Access Portal  
LiftMaster® CAPXL 

Cloud-based access control for residential communities.  Intuitive interface with HD color touch display for superior resident/

guest usability. Remote programming & real-time activity monitoring using myQ® Business™. Cloud-based security keeps data 

protected and safeguards resident information. Voice over IP (VoIP) provides crystal-clear call quality. 
 

GARAVENTA LIFT 
Elvoron Home Elevator 

Garaventa Lift is a global company that designs, installs and maintains individual custom lift solutions for commercial and 

residential applications. A Garaventa Home Elevator will quickly become part of everyday life. Choose from a variety of  

materials and finishes to fit any budget and style. Garaventa Lift has been moving people since 1928. Our products have 

always stood the test of time. 

PANASONIC LIFE SOLUTIONS COMPANY OF AMERICA
WhisperHoodIAQ 
 6RBQL1HD  + FV-36RBQL1MT 

The kitchen is the busiest room in the home and usually contains the poorest air quality. WhisperHood IAQ™ incorporates 

a sleek design with ultra-quiet ventilation technology and exceptional capture efficiency to exhaust contaminants from the 

cooking area. The combination of practical functionality and beautiful stainless design complements any appliance package. 

PANASONIC LIFE SOLUTIONS COMPANY OF AMERICA
Intelli-Balance ERV  
 FV-10VE2 

Our easy-to-install 100 CFM Intelli-Balance Energy Recovery Ventilator is now even more effective. When large gatherings in the 

home require greater ventilation, the new occupant-controllable BOOST function increases airflow on demand. With the flip of a 

switch, two ECM motors with Smart Flow™ technology BOOST output power to provide healthier indoor environments.  

PANASONIC LIFE SOLUTIONS COMPANY OF AMERICA
Cosmos Healthy Home System  
PCCC1

 Since poor indoor air quality is the biggest health concern among homeowners, Panasonic created Cosmos™, the first  

professionally installed, IOT connected healthy home system that helps maintain a healthy indoor environment. The system 

intelligently and continuously monitors indoor air quality 24x7 via IAQ Sensors, while managing harmful indoor toxins.   

EATON
CH Plug-on Neutral Loadcenter 
CHP30B125R, CHP30B125R, CHP08B200RF

Eaton’s CH Plug-on Neutral Loadcenter offers advanced features designed to help you improve safety and ease of  

installation, and reduce your installation time while offering a more professional look and feel.    

EATON
Complete Home Surge Protection 
CHSPT2ULTRA 

Eaton’s complete home surge protection helps protect home electronics from the damaging effects of electrical surges.  

They provide premium surge protection for AC power and cable at the point of entrance to the home. Eaton’s complete 

home surge products are code-compliant with the latest NEC 2020 requirements for dwelling units. 
 

EATON
Wi-Fi Smart Devices 
WFD30, WACD, WFSW15, WFTRCR15 

Eaton’s broad selection of Wi-Fi smart devices offer reliability with unbeatable ease of setup. The smart switches, receptacles 

and dimmers sets up quickly and easily with the Amazon Alexa App – no hubs or controllers are necessary. You can even add 

voice-control using an Amazon Alexa device. 
 

ELEVATOR & GARAGE  HVAC & ELECTRICAL
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LG HAUSYS
Carbo 

Carbo is a beautiful tinted black with long diagonal light grey veins running across, taking inspiration from Soapstone.  

Carbo was perfectly paired with Viatera’s new brushed finish, imparting a soft texture to the slab.

LG HAUSYS
Viatera® Quartz Surface 

Viatera® Quartz Surface by LG Hausys is designed and created around the idea that a countertop is where life’s moments 

happen.

LG HAUSYS
Lumina 

Lumina is a long veined white design with warm grey and golden veins. Spider webbing between the veins capturing the 

realism of natural stone. Lumina’s beauty is ageless.

LG HAUSYS
Arion 

Arion is a cool grey with short and long white veins. Arion is full of depth and dimension, capturing the translucency seen in 

natural stone.

LG HAUSYS
Ribera 

Ribera is a soft blue grey design with short and long white veins. This unique look pairs perfectly with almost everything from 

walnut to oak and cream to tinted black. Ribera’s serene color emulates the calm sea

VINTAGEVIEW WINE STORAGE SYSTEMS
Vino Pins Flex

The Vino Series Flex system launched in late 2020, bringing unique style to our patented wine pegs. Flex allows for a bold 

design statement, streamlined installation process, and the ability to mount at angles. Selected by Phil Kean Designs for The 

New American Home 2021. Available in five finishes.  

 

VINTAGEVIEW WINE STORAGE SYSTEMS
W Series 

Trusted by interior design and building professionals since 2001, its stylish design emphasizes the wine bottles. With unique 

heights, bottles depths, and framing systems, it is perfect for any custom wine room. Available in five finishes. 

VINTAGEVIEW WINE STORAGE SYSTEMS
Evolution Wine Wall 

The Evolution Wine Wall Post, featured in The New American Remodel, creates an industrial chic architectural feature in  

residential wine rooms. Off-the-wall mounting provides a versatile design enhancement to build room dividers, install wine 

racks against glass, and help install racking in front 

SIGNATURE KITCHEN SUITE
30-Inch Double Wall Oven 

Meet the ideal complement to our rangetops. The innovative power of Steam-Combi provides everything you need to enjoy 

sous vide cooking - all with the capacity you need for a big meal. Plus steam’s atomized water traps odors to ensure there’s 

no flavor transfer throughout the oven during multi-rack cooking. 

SIGNATURE KITCHEN SUITE
Microwave Oven Drawer 

With an interior cavity of 1.2 cubic feet, our microwave drawer delivers the space you need for your favorite casserole dishes 

– plus it’s tall enough to reheat your 20-ounce latte. Plus, the smooth action of our Easy Touch Automatic Drawer system cuts 

down on spills. 

SIGNATURE KITCHEN SUITE
30-Inch Integrated Column Freezer 

With our 30-inch Integrated Column Freezer, precise temperature control is the key to keeping your meats, homemade soups, 

ice cream and more, fresh and free of ice crystals. As an added bonus, at 17.8 cubic feet, the unsurpassed capacity offers the 

opportunity to store as much food as you want. 

SIGNATURE KITCHEN SUITE
48-inch Dual-Fuel Pro Range - Sous Vide & Induction

Our award-winning 48-inch Dual-Fuel Pro Range is one of the most versatile ranges ever built, featuring the industry’s first 

built-in sous vide alongside our Ultra-High™ and Ultra-Low™ gas burners and flex induction, True Steam-Combi oven, and 

ProHeat™ Convection oven. A bonus: our Speed Clean feature makes it easy to clean.

SIGNATURE KITCHEN SUITE
30-Inch Integrated Column Refrigerator 

With the largest capacity in its class, this 30-inch Column Refrigerator has 18.0 cubic feet of capacity – enough room for a 

commercial catering sheet with the door closed. And you can easily pair it with any number of refrigerator, freezer, or wine 

columns to create your own customized preservation center. 

SIGNATURE KITCHEN SUITE
24-inch Integrated Column Wine Refrigerator

Engineered with an emphasis on providing the perfect cave-like environment, our 24-inch Column Wine Refrigerator protects 

your collection against wine’s four biggest threats: vibration, light, and variations in temperature and humidity. Thanks to its 

WiFi capabilities, this 113-bottle capacity wine column can help manage your collection through our Signature Sommelier App.

COUNTERTOPS & WINE RACKSAPPLIANCES
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INSIDE LIVING AREA

KOHLER 
DTV+ featuring Kohler Konnect 
99693-P-NA 

DTV+ with Kohler Konnect utilizes a completely digital thermostatic valve and is compatible with Kohler Konnect for 

consolidated control.  
 
 

KOHLER  
C3®-230 Cleansing Toilet Seat 
4108-0 

The C3®-230 bidet toilet seat provides a personal cleansing experience with a slim, low-profile design made to fit most 

 elongated toilets. The cleansing seat is easy to install and comes equipped with a stainless steel wand with automatic  

UV-light self-sanitization. 

KOHLER 
Numi 
3901-NPR-0 

Kohler’s most advanced toilet, Numi incorporates interactive LCD touch-screen interface, built-in personal bidet functionality 

and deodorizer, innovative dual-flush technology with 0.6 and 1.28 gallons per flush, intuitive auto-open and -close lid, and a 

heated seat and foot warmer.

KOHLER 
Crue® Kitchen Faucet  
22974-2MB

The new Crue Collection is available in several configurations to suit varying styles and user needs, including touchless 

 functionality to help minimize the spread of germs.  Crue faucets are available in Kohler’s newest finish, Brushed Modern 

Brass, a contemporary take on a classic finish. 

LG LAUNDRY APPLIANCES 
LG Signature TurboWash Series and LG Styler 
WM9500HKA w/ Pedestal WD205CK   |   S5MSB

These washers and dryers combine mega capacity with LG SmartThinQ® technology so you can get more 

done, faster, plus control key features from your smartphone. Upgrade the laundry with the LG Styler.   

TrueSteam® Reduces Odors That Cling to Fabrics and Refreshes Between Trips to the Cleaners. Works  

on More Than 15 Types of Fabrics So You Can Keep Wool, Sequins, & Home Linens Fresh. 

CLOSETMAID
MasterSuite 27th Avenue - White Wash and Timeless Taupe

Our MasterSuite series is built for lasting luxury. Manufactured from a combination of robust, industrial-grade engineered 

wood with a highly durable melamine finish and solid wood drawers. The system provides almost limitless configurations of 

shelves, cabinets, drawers, hang rods and more, accommodating any functional requirement in virtually any space. 

INSIDE LIVING AREA

WELLBORN CABINET, INC.
Touch to Open 
Series: Aspire  

Touch to Open, Touch to Close. Our automated door system allows for easy opening and closing of large cabinet doors. 

The vertical path a Touch to Open, Touch to Close cabinet door takes offers a reduced footprint,which works well in 

smaller spaces. A bottom-corner sensor closes the cabinet door.

WELLBORN CABINET, INC.
Whole Home Cabinetry 

Our Aspire Cabinetry is a full access frameless brand that includes wood, decorative laminate textured veneers and  

high and matt gloss acrylic doors supporting an increasing trend of modern design. 

THERMORY USA LLC 
Thermory Ignite 

Get the look, ditch the torch. Ignite offers the stunning look of traditional shou sugi ban, or charred wood. But unlike shou 

sugi ban, Ignite only looks burned. We’ve recreated the look and texture of charred wood with deceptively flame-free pro-

cess. Ignite is real wood that’s been thermally modified to result in 25+ years of rot resistance and stability. 
 
 

THERMORY USA LLC 
Thermory Drift 

Reclaimed wood has an irresistibly rustic aesthetic, but comes with a lot of unknowns and risks. Drift uses thermally modified 

spruce to create a weathered look nearly indistinguishable from reclaimed wood. Our modification process creates highly 

stable, moisture-resistant boards, providing the look you want with the reliability you need. 
 
 

WATERGEN, INC 
Drinking Water Generator 

Watergen is the pioneering global leader in atmospheric drinking water technologies. Producing innovative machines  

that create drinking water from the air.

WELLBORN CABINET, INC.
Interior cabinet lighting 
Series: Premier Series

Interior cabinet lighting is a must for utensil and drinkware storage. Offering increased visibility, our LED interior strip lighting 

illuminates automatically when the cabinet is opened. Upon closing this wood organizer drawer, the interior lighting turns off. 
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BROWN JORDAN OUTDOOR KITCHENS
Key West with Bark Insert 

Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens are built-to-order allowing for custom layouts, designs and colors as illustrated in this 

Florida home featuring Key West doors with bark inserts powder coated in Mica. 

BROWN JORDAN OUTDOOR KITCHENS
Elements 

Elements™ is the latest collaboration with Daniel Germani Designs. With a sleek, minimalist aesthetic, this collection 

offers nesting drawers and hardware-free, integrated handles for drawers and doors. The collection’s attention to detail 

includes powder coating inside and out, available in dozens of colors, as well as realistic wood grain finishes. 

OUTSIDE LIVING AREA

PHANTOM SCREENS
Phantom Motorized Retractable Screens with Cable Guides 

Phantom motorized retractable solar shades help manage daylight, limit UV exposure, and are 7X more effective at reducing 

solar heat gain than interior shades, saving energy and cost.  The shades remain concealed out-of-sight until needed. The 

subtle cable guides are self-tensioning to keep the screens in place in windy conditions. 

PHANTOM SCREENS
Phantom Motorized Retractable Screens with Side Tracks 

Phantom motorized retractable screens can open up or enclose covered outdoor spaces, at the touch of a button or  

automatically with environmental sensors and home automation integration.  Concealed out-of-sight until needed, these 

screens provide fresh air without insects, solar shading, privacy, and temperature control – creating comfortable all-season  

outdoor spaces. 

ENVIRONMENTAL STONEWORKS
Grezzo San Domino Grande  
GA20599 

Grezzo panels, with their delicate texture and color palette, allow builders to become artists by combining assorted sizes 

of the individual pieces to create customizable, unique patterns. Builders can mix and match any or all our 5 sizes, or view 

StoneWorks suggestions for design flare. 

ENVIRONMENTAL STONEWORKS
Ripiano Eclipse 
Ga20565 

Ripiano offers a fresh look to ledgestone for builders, incorporating smaller, thinner pieces into a modular panel with a unique 

stair-edged profile designed to hide seams. Bring to life any interior or exterior with trained craftsmen from Environmental 

StoneWorks, a company with over 40 years of experience.

THE NEW 
AMERICAN 
HOME 2022



Learn more about our partners, see construction photos,  
interviews with the builder and more  at TNAH.com       


